Mobile computing represents a major point of departure from the traditional distributed computing paradigm. The potentially very large number of independent computing units, a decoupled computing style, frequent disconnections, continuous position changes, and the locationdependent nature of the ,behavior and communication patterns of the individual components present designers with unprecedented challenges in the areas of modularity and dependability. This paper describes two ideas regarding a modular approach to specifying and reasoning about mobile computing. The novelty of our approach rests with the notion of allowing transient interactions among programs which move in space. In this paper we restrict our concem to pairwise interactions involving variable sharing and action synchronization. The motivation behind the transient nature of the interactions comes from the fact that components can communicate with each other only when they are within a certain range. The notation we propose is meant to simplifi the writing of mobile applications and is a direct extension of that used in UNIm. Reasoning about mobile computations relies on the UNITY proof logic.
"mobile support station." In order to communicate with another mobile peer, a mobile host must route all messages through the mobile support station.
However, there are circumstances where mobile networking functionality is desired, but in which a fixed infrastructure of base stations is inappropriate or simply not available. These situations are the ones that make most use of mobile computing's inherent advantages: flexible, timely, and cost-effective deployment of computing resources to where they are needed most, in an environment where those needs are rapidly changing. One such application is disaster management, where the fixed network might be damaged beyond usability. A similar situation arises when one considers using mobile computers on the battlefield, where there is not enough time to set up a vulnerable mobile support infrastructure. Yet another case is that of a group of conference participants engaged in a formal or informal meeting, sharing data and communicating among themselves. They make up a transient community for which it would not make sense to set up a fixed infrastructure, only to tear it down later. Even in the corporate context there are instances which favor a highly dynamic and low-investment communication structure.
In all these situations, a new kind of mobile computing paradigm is needed: the Ad-hoc Wireless Network (AWN). First coined by Johnson [6] , this term refers to a set of mobile nodes that have no (or only a very sparse) support infrastructure and which therefore rely on individual mobile nodes for control and routing functions. This provides a very different environment for protocol writers, application developers, and end users. The AWN presents us with the most extreme example of distribution and we view it an ideal testbed for trying out new ideas regarding how to design and reason about programs in a mobile setting. The AWN challenges us to abandon the old notions of fixed routing tables and easy availability of reliable connections, and to develop new abstractions about program interaction, program composition, and resource availability.
Our research goal is to understand the fundamental issues facing mobile computing and to develop practical design solutions for the flexible and rapid deployment of One of our objectives is to extend formal methods to the specification of and reasoning about mobility. This entails the addition of novel constructs to existing formal models in order to allow the specification of locationdependent properties and the exploration of proof methodologies that facilitate careful reasoning about systems that have been specified using these new constructs. We are particularly interested in programming language constructs that facilitate modular development, rapid deployment, and easy verification of mobile applications. The main thesis of this paper is that existing models can be adapted to meet these new demands. To argue this point, we first introduce mobility in the UNITY model [4] by augmenting the program state with a location attribute whose change in value is used to represent motion. Next we introduce two extensions to UNITY: transient variable sharing and transient action synchronization. The former allows mobile programs to share data when in close proximity, i.e., a variable owned by one program may be shared in a transparent manner with different programs at different times depending upon their relative location in space. The latter provides a similar mechanism for action synchronization, i.e., a statement owned by one program is executed in parallel with statements owned by other programs when certain spatial conditions are met. Transient data sharing turns out to be a convenient mechanism for the development of highly decoupled mobile computations while transient action synchronization appears to be a good low level model for wireless communication.
For the sake of brevity, we limit our discussion only to pairwise interactions even though the approach can be extended to multi-party interactions. Furthermore, throughout the paper we rely only on very simple examples to illustrate the concepts and notation. All illustrations are inspired by an application involving an airport baggage delivery system with no centralized control (Figure 1) but are greatly simplified by considering only program fragments and special cases.
In the remainder of this paper we show how transient interactions can be expressed in a highly modular fashion using an augmented UNITY notation and can be reasoned about using the UNITY logic. Section 2 reviews briefly the UNITY syntax and proof logic. A notation for expressing the concepts of location and movement is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on transient data sharing while Section 5 deals with transient action synchronization. A brief overview of related work on mobile computing and concluding remarks appear in Section 6.
A Model of Computing
Before discussing the mobility of programs, we first review the UNITY [4] notation which is used to express the computation taking place within the mobile components of a system and the UNITY proof logic which is applied to reasoning about mobile computations. The variable position keeps track of the current location of the cart and the v;xiablefull indicates whether the cart carries any baggage or not; Loadingpoint and UnZoadingPoint refer to the location of two distinct baggage stations; the boolean constants BaggageToLoad and ReadyToUnload are true if and only if baggage can be loaded and unloaded at the respective stations. All the Pascal-like variable declarations appear in the declare section. The always section contains macro definitions for later use. The cart is initi(a1ly at the left end of the straightline track and has no baggage-the initially section contains a set of equations or constraints giving the acceptable range of initial values. The cart's actions including the move to a new location i2nd random loading and unloading, when feasible, appear in the assign section of the program. In general, the assign section consists of a set of conditional multiple-assignment statements separated by the symbol "U". The execution of a program starts in a state satisfying the constraints imposed by the initially section. At each step one of the statements is executed. The selection of the statements is arbitrary but weakly fair, i.e., each statement is selected infinitely often in an infinite computation. All computations are infinite.
The UNITY logic is a specialization of temporal logic. Safety properties specify that certain actions (i.e., state transitions) are not possible, while progress properties specify that certain actions will eventually take place. In UNITY, the basic safety property is the unless relation. 
Mobile Components
By analogy with real-time modeling where time is most often introduced as a distinguished variable not accessible to the programmer, one can capture mobility by introducing a distinguished location variable for each individual program. Restrictions on how such a location variable is accessed and updated would have to reflect the mobility characteristics of the computation. In a cellular network, for instance, the location of the mobile units is determined by the car or person carrying the computer but constrained to movements from one cell to a neighboring one (as long as the unit is on). The verification of any hand-off algorithm must rely on this assumption. Protocols involved in reestablishing connectivity at the time a mobile computer is powered up may have to assume that initial locations are arbitrary. In some applications a program may have to know its own location while not in others. In the former case the location is directly accessible by the program while in the latter the location plays a role only in reasoning about the computation. As automation technology advances it is also conceivable that certain programs may actually have the ability to control the movement of their carrier. In this case, movement is no longer under the control of the environment but planned by the program which could request future data delivery at specific locations to be reached along the movement path.
In this section we propose a notation for specifying individual mobile programs. We introduce only the notation for specifying computations consisting of a single mobile program-later sections will deal with interactions among mobile programs. We illustrate the notation on a new variant of the cart program, one which allows the cart to change its location. While the variable position discussed earlier represented the simulated location of the cart along the track, in the program below we replace position by a variable R which is meant to refer to the actual physical position of the cart. In all other respects the program looks the same. 
Program
The semantics of MobileCart are different because the assignment A:= R +1 is not compiled as an assignment statement but reflects the fact that the program has direct control over and knowledge of its position. The statement is a model of the real movement and must be a correct reflection of the physical world, accurate enough to facilitate reasoning about both functional and mobility aspects of the cart's behavior. More complex models are used for more complicated situations and assumptions must be made about the kind of physical failures one is willing to consider in verifying the correct behavior of a system.
Notation wise, the distinguished variable R holding the location is declared implicitly alongside the name of the program. Because the program names are assumed to be unique, all variables acquire unique names if prepended by the name of the program in which they are declared, e.g., MobileCart.fil1. This convention is different from that of UNITY and will become important in later sections where communication among mobile programs is discussed. The notation Mobi1eCart.R is used to reference a program's location variable. Implicit in our notational conventions is the notion that a program and its variables are co-located and move as a single unit. The type of L was left unspecified. Throughout the paper we assume the existence of a global declaration for the spatial context in which the programs move. In most cases, we assume a two-dimensional grid of points. Allowing programs to have diverse perceptions of the basic structure of space adds unnecessary complexity and would obscure the issues we want to consider in this paper. The initial position of individual components will be specified separately from the component itself. In the following sections, we describe two communication mechanisms which use this notation and provide programs with the ability to interact with each other.
Transient Variable Sharing
The kinds of AWN applications likely to be built in the next decade are expected to involve large numbers of components (we call them mobile programs) which function in a totally decentralized fashion and have minimal knowledge about each other. The presence of other components cannot be predicted or guaranteed. We characterize this style of computing as decoupled and opportunistic. Each program carries out its own task and communicates with other programs if and when they are present. Yet, when considered as a community (we call it a system), they perform purposeful tasks that the individual members could not accomplish in isolation. In this section we explore a way to transform the earlier version of the MobileCart into a new program which accomplishes its task in the context of a community. Towards this aim, we consider three programs corresponding to the control logic for a cart, a loading station, and an unloading station. Along the way we introduce a new data sharing mechanism, a direct generalization of the shared variable model as employed by UNITY.
Variables are shared only when programs are in each other's proximity. When a variable provides a way to read information belonging to some other program, the variable is called reflective-for the sake of simplicity we allow all program variables to be available as potential sources of information for reflective variables. If a variable is shared in a readwrite mode by both parties it is called a coop variable. Since all the variables have unique names, a new kind of statement is introduced to specify the conditions under which two distinct variables in two distinct progams become logically one. These statements are called interactions. They provide the rules by which a set of independent programs becomes a system. Each interaction is a model of both physical reality and specialized operating system services. The physical reality aspect comes from the fact that wireless communication is limited by distance, a key property that should be well understood before proving anything about the overall system. The service provided by the operating system (or its data transport protocol) is the atomic update of the shared variables.
Returning to our example, let us first see how the control logic of the cart can be extracted from the code of Mobilecart and how its activities can be decoupled from those of the loader and the unloader. If one makes the assumption that the loading and the unloading of the cart is performed by the baggage stations, the only thing the cart needs to do is to control its movement. To do so, however, it requires information about whether it is full or not (let us say that this is available through a coop variable called full-see the declare section) and whether it ought to wait for baggage to be loaded and unloaded (made known through the reflective variables loading and udoading- A +full A unloading) end Ignoring for the moment lhe manner in which data sharing is accomplished, it is clear that this program is concerned only with advancing the position of the cart along the track subject to the conditions that it ought not to pass empty by a loader that has luggage imd it ought not to pass full by an unloader that has room to take the luggage. It should be noted, however, that this interpretation is only one of many possible interpretations. What the cart actually does depends upon the structure of the system in which the cart finds itself, the computational and mobility behavior of other programs in the system (not known to the cart), and the definition of the interwtions among programs.
The code for the loalding controller consists of only two statements. The first one checks if the cart is present and empty (-no-curt-uvuiZubZe) and there is baggage (baggage) to load; if this is so it marks the fact that the cart is no longer empty and that the baggage was loaded. The second statement simulates the arrival of a new piece of luggage. We can specify now a system consisting of a cart, a loader, and an unloader by assigning to each program an initial location along the track (which remains unchanged for the loader and the unloader) and by defining the interactions among these programs which are totally unaware of each other's existence. The result is the specification below. is essentially a definition involving a reflective variable on the left and an expression on the right, a predicate in this case. The value of the reflective variable is computed in terms of the variables of a second program. The expression is usually contingent upon the current location of the two programs. Above the cart becomes aware of the loading process whenever it is at the same location as a loader which has baggage to send along.
Program

System
Specifying interactions between coop variables is more complicated. The transient nature of the sharing allows the variables to become one-the term we use is engage-at a time when their values are distinct and thus raising the question of which value to be used. There is also the issue of what is left in each variable when the programs move away and the sharing is disabled-we use the term disengage. For these reasons, the coop interactions specify not only the condition under which the sharing takes place (in the when clause) but also the value to be used when sharing is activated (the expression in the engage clause) and the values left in each variable at the time the sharing condition becomes false (see the disengage clause in which current is used to refer to the common value just prior disengagement). For instance, the interaction Loader.no-ca@-available = Cart.fil1 when Cart.A = L0ader.A engage Cart.fil1 disengage Cart.full= current I/ Loader.no-car-available = true states that the cart being full is the same as no cart being available to the loader when the cart is lined up with the loader.
When the cart is present, the variables no-cart-available and full act as if they were a single shared variable whose initial value is determined by the state of the cart. Once the cart moves away, it retains the information about its status while the loader simply defaults to the assumption that the cart is no longer available. Of course, the cart may still be present but not available because the loader recorded that fact in the shared variable. Furthermore, when the cart is not present, the loader may change the value of no-cart-available in any arbitrary manner but its true value is regained as soon as a cart arrives.
At this point it is natural to ask several critical questions. Is the concept of transient data sharing useful? Can one use UNITY to reason about these kinds of systems? What is the technical significance of this concept? In the remainder of this section we address these specific issues.
In the long term, we seek to identify abstract constructs that enhance the modularity and the flexibility of mobile applications. Because the concept of shared variable plays a central role (both formally and pragmatically) in concurrency, it seemed to us that it might be a good starting place, especially given the fact that mobile components often do share data directly (e.g., a laptop and a docking station). Our experience to date indicates that transient data sharing can contribute to a very significant extent to decoupling among the components. Individual programs have no knowledge of the identity of other programs in the system. The cart, for instance, is not aware of how many loaders and unloaders there are. Changes in the design of individual components often have effects limited only to the definition of the interactions. The loader and unloader can freely change data representation and behavior as long as the same basic information can be communicated to the cart through minor changes in the Interactions section; actually, a baggage station that supports both loading and unloading can be created without the cart code being affected in the least. The same programs work in a multitude of configurations using varying numbers of components. The baggage stations can be fixed or even mobile and their number and location can be changed in arbitrary ways. Finally, by hiding the communication behind what amounts to be a set of declarative rules the programming task is greatly simplified; all communication responsibilities are relegated to the runtime support system.
Because at a logical level location is simply a local variable, it is relatively easy to see that the UNITY logic is directly applicable. The transient nature of the data sharing is the only potential source of complications. Fortunately, extending the proof logic to accommodate transient data sharing involves only the redefinition of the unless and ensures properties in a manner that factors the effects of interactions. Since this paper presents a highly simplified version of our model, the task is not particularly difficult. The key simplifying assumptions are: (1) all interactions are pairwise, i.e., at any one time a variable is either disengaged or engaged with one and only one other variable; (2) data sharing is controlled only by the relative position of components and not by their state, i.e., the when clause can refer only to the location variables of two programs; (3) the engagement and disengagement values are determined only by the values of the variables involved in the sharing relation; and (4) each program has full control over its own location.
Using these assumptions and ignoring the reflective variables which can be seen as a special case of coop variables, the proof of unless and ensures remain unchanged except for the domain of statements over which the property is verified. In UNITY, proving p unless 4 requires one to show that @ A 4 S { P V ql holds for every statement s in the whole program. In our model we have to carry out the same proof but over a set of statements obtained by (logically) modifying each individual program statement so as to account for its potential side effects when one of its left-hand variables is involved in or controls sharing. To illustrate this, let us consider the statement The same domain of modified statements must be considered in proving an ensures property. Of course, there is no need to actually transform the program text. The rules of inference (not shown in this paper) take into account these logical side-effects.
The notion of transient shared variables is an interesting generalization of a well established computing paradigm. The engagement i2nd disengagement protocols are closely tied to the notions of cache coherence and reconciliation among multiple versions of a database. The declarative nature of the interactions shifts the communication burden from the programmer to the runtime system and leads to a highly decoupled style of computing. They also provide an interesting generalization of one of the two program composition strategies of UNITY, program union. We are currently working on the development of proof rules that cover the most general case. We are also investigating strategies for proving system properties solely from the properties of the individual programs and the definition of the interactions. Finally, we plan to explore mechanisms for implementing transient data sharing via wireless communication.
Transient Synchronization
In the previous section, we considered transient variable sharing, which is the natural extension of UNITY union to the mobile setting. In this section, we turn to transient action synchronizaltion, a generalization of UNITY superposition, Recall that in UNITY, program a is said to be superposed on program b if every statement of a is synchronized with some statement of b and no statement of a writes to (but can read) amy variable of b. Inference rules for deriving the properties of a composite program from those of the components are also available in standard UNITY. In the mobile setting, we allow for a similar relationship, but here the interaction is transient. This reflects the highly dynamic nature of mobile computations: they must continually adapt to their environment by reconfiguring the connections amoing programs.
Transient synchronization might be desired in situations where action coordination is needed, but where location plays an important role in who the participants are. This is true if two programs must coordinate access to a location-dependent resource, or if one program needs to communicate synchronously with a co-located neighbor. Keep in mind that at some physical level communication between mobile hosts is inherently synchronous-a receiver must be listening to receive a transmitted bit. Our synchronization abstraction should be able to capture this form of interaction as well. This section discusses some of the ramifications of a particular model of transient synchronization, including its impact on the proof logic.
We turn again to the airport baggage system for an example. Figure 3 shows a track intersection. Some form of synchronization will be necessary to avoid the possibility of collision.
The distance 6 represents the "danger zone" in which we require the two carts to coordinate their movements. If both carts are closer than 6, but neither has passed the intersection, they must interact to avoid collision. We can model this interaction as a transient synchronization of statements controlling the carts' movement. This can be used to speed up one cart and retard the motion of the other. If cart 1 is closer to the intersection than cart 2, then the predicate controlling the interaction must reflect that fact and adjust the sense of the interaction accordingly.
The notation for transient synchronization is very similar to that for transient variable sharing, except that now the objects that interact are statements instead of variables: 
distance-to-crossing(Cart(i).h)<G
A
distance-to-crossing(CartQ).h)G end
The basic code for the two programs is shown in the first section, the Program definition. The code assumes that each location variable is of type ordered pair, with the first element of the pair representing location on the track, and the second element representing the track number. We label each statement so that it can be referred to later in the Interactions section. Note that each program can move the cart at one of two speeds during an atomic step. The position of a cart is incremented by either one or two units, depending on which statement (slow or fast) is selected. Carts never switch tracks. The Components section declares two carts, both at location zero but on different tracks. The Interactions section specifies how the statements become synchronized as the programs move relative to each other and the location of the intersection. Statement labels, like the variable names from transient sharing, must be prepended with the program name to disambiguate them.
The when predicate above controls both the coselect and inhibit interactions. It is enabled whenever both carts are close to the intersection (distance less than 6) and when cart i is closer than cart j. This ensures that cart i must execute statement Cart(i).fast synchronously with cart j executing Cart(j).slow. Also, Cart(i).fast is inhibited under these conditions. These constraints ensure that cart j will not catch up to cart i through some interleaving of statements that would have otherwise been perfectly fair and allowed by the scheduler.
Extending the coselect relationship to account for transitivity is a matter for future work. For now, we assume that if a statement appears in more than one coselect statement, the when predicates must be disjoint (i.e., a statement can be synchronized with at most one other statement). Operationally, the coselect construct synchronizes the pair of statements given whenever the when predicate is true. This can be thought of as a constraint on the scheduler for the system as a whole so that it is inhibited from selecting either statement alone. Of course, conditional statements, those followedby an if clause, have no effect if their condition is false, even if selected to execute by the scheduler.
The operational semantics of the inhibit construct are such that the statement given is inhibited from executing (as a singleton statement) whenever the when predicate is true. This could be accomplished through the use of conditional statements except that programs are no longer allowed to reference variables from other programs, and so predicates that make use of variables from more than one program, such as relative locations, must always be a part of the Interactions section. This helps to achieve greater modularity by isolating the interface constraints to this one section and removing them from the code of individual programs. Note that an inhibit clause cannot inhibit a member of a coselected group from executing as part of that group.
A critical evaluation of the transient synchronization idea is currently underway. Transient synchronization promises to be a useful construct that helps solve real problems. Second, it is possible to use the construct in the formal framework provided by UNITY. Finally, it makes a technically meaningful contribution to the field of formal methods as an extension of UNITY-style program composition. We address these issues in the remainder of this section.
The transient synchronization abstraction presented here allows for modular design of flexible components. The carts in the above example have no knowledge of the identity of any programs with which they are interfaced, and the synchronization framework assures correct operation through coordinated action. The isolation of the interface to the Interactions section means that programs can be written without knowledge of the constraints that must be satisfied by two programs that must co-exist in some locale for a brief period of time. The designer can then focus on the problem at hand. Location-dependent synchronized action is required in a variety of settings that designers are likely to encounter. These include coordinated access to a local resource (such as a shared printer), communication with co-located neighbors, or situations like the example above where synchronous movement is required to avoid erroneous behavior.
The UNITY proof logic can certainly be used to prove properties of mobile computations that use the transient synchronization construct. In what follows, we attempt to characterize the axiomatic semantics of the coselect and inhibit clauses. Here we ignore transient sharing and consider a system where the components interact only through synchronization. Unifying the two concepts is a matter for future work.
Proving unless properties for a system (p unless q) (a, b) as a "feasible synchronic group" when r is true and an "infeasible synchronic group" when r is false. Note that if a pair of statements is an infeasible synchronic group (r false or no coselect relation specified), we are not obliged to prove the above, i.e., if p A 1 q + 1 r, then the: substitution holds trivially, because infeasible pairs do not change the state and thus preservep. Note also that even though the domain of statements over which properties must be proven has grown (potentially every pair of statements in addition to the original singleton statements), in practice, the proof complexity depends onhi upon the number of clauses in the Interactions section, which usually is very small.
The ensures property can also be proven by simply changing the domain of statements over which it operates. We can prove p ensures q by proving (1) p unless q for the system, (2) there exists some action that remains a part of some feasible synchronic group until q is established, and (3) any feasible synchronic group containing the action establishes q upon execution in a state satisfying P A 1 q We can preserve the rest of the UNITY logic, because other program properties can be specified in terms of unless and ensures. This gives us a powerful axiomatic system for reasoning about program correctness.
We can thus think of the coselect interaction as transiently adding the pair (a, b) to the set of feasible synchronic groups and removing the singleton groups corresponding to a orb executing alone. An inhibit clause can be thought of as transiently removing the singleton statement corresponding to its argument from the set of feasible synchronic groups. A very general theory of dynamic (state-dependent) synchronic groups and their implications for a proof logic was developed in [5]. The Swarm model [9] is one of the few systems to provide both language-level supl>ort for dynamic synchronization of actions and an assertional proof system. Transient synchronization is an interesting generalization of one of the two program composition strategies for UNITY, superposition. We have tried to eliminate the asymmetry of program superposition whiile retaining its usefulness as a program interface mechanism. describes an interface for mobile-aware applications that allows them to more carefully manage the scarce and unpredictable resources of the mobile computer such as bandwidth and connectivity.
These strategies for the design of mobile-aware applications either attempt to remove the dynamic factors from the mobile setting (by pushing computation into a fixed infrastructure) or focus on bringing more information about the dynamically changing environment up to the application itself, which is supposedly the only layer with enough information to manage changing resources. Our work differs from these strategies in that our goal is to provide dependable systems that work in more decoupled fashion and in situations where fixed infrastructures might not be present, and we accomplish this by keeping the Interactions section separate from the underlying computation. We hope that this separation of program interface concerns from component implementation concerns will prove to be an important advantage over the strategy of micro-managing resources for maximum efficiency.
Other more formal work related to mobile computing is Robin Milner's pi-calculus [7] . He presents a formal framework for reasoning about reconfigurable systems from the perspective of an event-based behavioral model of computation. Our work adopts the UNITY approach of axiomatic reasoning, which historically has been an important counterpoint to the process algebra style of reasoning. Also, we hope that from an operational standpoint, UNITY and our transient interaction constructs might be more accessible to the average designer and more directly implementable.
This paper has presented two models of pairwise transient interaction and has shown that axiomatic reasoning can be applied to the mobile computing domain. One of the basic themes of this paper is the idea that location is central to specifying and reasoning about mobile computations. We have shown that location can be introduced into a traditional programming notation in a straightforward manner and with little or no impact on the ability to reason about the resulting computations. Furthermore, when combined with the concept of transient data sharing and transient synchronization, spatial qualifications contribute to achieving a high degree of modularity in the specification of mobile computations. The examples illustrate the kind of modular designs one can specify by using location to control (directly or indirectly) the interactions among programs. Research to date supports the conjecture that the abstractions introduced here represent a reasonable starting point for the study of mobile computing and new ways to interface mobile programs. Transient data sharing and transient synchronization are both potentially useful programming constructs and promising research vehicles for investigating ways to generalize the UNITY style of program composition.
